
WORKING AROUND POWER LINES

29 CFR 1926.1408

Identify Work Zone

Choose

Demarcating boundaries 
and prohibiting the 

operater from operating 
past those boundaries

Defining the work zone area 
as the area 360 degrees 

around the equipment up to 
the maximum working radius

NOTE: 1926.1409 (a) Power 
line safety over 350kV, where 
20ft is specified, 50ft should 

be substituted.

Determine the distance between any part 
of the crane, load and load line and the 

power line

Less than 20 ft More than 20 ft

Clear to operate craneChoose 1, 2, or 3

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

De-energize and 
ground

Identify voltageMaintain at least 
20ft clearance and 

follow criteria below

Clear to 
operate crane

Inside Table A 
clearance

See 1926.1410 for 
operating inside 
Table A zones

Follow criteria in 
1926.1408 (b)

Conduct a planning 
meeting

If tag line is used 
it must be 

non-conductive

Erect and maintain an elevated 
warning line, barricade or line of signs 

at 20ft or Table A clearance

Must choose one of 
the following

Use a 
dedicated

spotter

Use a 
proximity 

alarm

Use a device 
to warn 

operator to 
stop 

movement

Use a device 
that auto-
matically 

limits 
range of 

movement

Use an 
insulating

link/ 
device as 

described in 
1926.1401

The spotter...

1. Must be equipped with a visual aid

2. Be posistioned to effectively gauge 
clearance distance

3. If necessary, use equipment to 
communicate with operator

4. Give timely information to the operator 
so clearance is maintained

TABLE A
MINIMUM CLEARANCE DISTANCES

VOLTAGE CLEARANCE
(nominal, kV, (minimum clearance
alternating current)     distance in feet)

up to 50 10 ft
over 50 to 200 15 ft
over 200 to 350 20 ft
over 350 to 500 25 ft
over 500 to 750 35 ft
over 750 to 1,000 45 ft
over 1,000 as established by the utility owner


